Sunday, August 26, 2018

Good Morning All,
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I have spent a few evenings this
week with my sketch pad on my lap
simply doodling then I scanned some
of the images into the computer so I
could play around with them & have
produced some interesting results,
though haven’t decided yet if those
are worth uploading?
Image 1: I mentioned last weekend
that I would probably bin a bunch of
the paper collection sheets as they
have been running for ages & I need
a change. Well I don’t know how
many I actually binned but there are
six left so I will be previewing a new
collection in the newsletter next
weekend.
Image 2: Another image from the
second resource file I had forgotten
about, another vintage Santa image
but this time I avoided the usual
decoupage & created a triptych &
some mirrored pairs instead.
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Image 3: I have spent more time this
week working up decoupages in this
format for you so there are a bundle
of them on file for you now. This
particular one features a school girl
doing her homework, or she could
just be writing a letter I guess?
Image 4: Something a bit different –
I was messing about with various

digital image enhancements & ended up
with these faux heat embossed baubles,
with no idea how I actually did it!
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Images 5 & 6: More from the Vintage
Office file now, but this time I added
some colour!
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So a decoupage sheet with some extra
greeting banners/tags, plus a sheet of
background paper with the image
emblazoned on the bottom corner.
Images 7, 8 & 9: As I mentioned when I
uploaded the previous set, here is the
blueberry design that I created at the
same time. S
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So a layered decoupage on the first
sheet & then two different but
complimentary backing papers to use
with it.
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Image 10: The third in this little series of
four intricate floral decoupages now,
sadly I don’t know the names of many
flowers – my memory simply never did
retain the names of things, even as a
kid!
Image 11: I am gradually clearing out
the rose file now as it has been going for
months & months, so pretty card
kit/decoupage topper sheet featuring
this beautiful red rose.
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Image 12: The bonus sheet for this
morning is another sheet I created –
having binned what I already had in the
metallic file – of metallic stars that
turned out really well.
I know I am in a metallic rut right now
but I began coming out of it yesterday,
sadly only to return to tone on tone
cards, but it is a start – perhaps….?

Rita x

